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Abstract
Measurement of stiffness constant of complexes formed by (4-Amino hippuric acid) (4Aha) with (Cr$^{3+}$, Mn$^{2+}$, Fe$^{3+}$, Co$^{2+}$, Ni$^{2+}$, Cu$^{2+}$, Zn$^{2+}$, Cd$^{2+}$, Ag$^{+}$, Pb$^{2+}$ and La$^{3+}$) ions, have been performed. The bidentate ligand (4Aha) has a hardness parameter ($\alpha$) of (0.216) and a softness parameter ($\beta$) of (0.06).

Bonding in these complexes occur most probably through oxygen atom of the carboxylate ion and the lone pair electrons of the amide nitrogen atom.

Introduction
Amino acid have been used as complexing reagents with various metal ions(1-6). Therefore, determination of stability constants of amino acid complexes is highly encouraging. A number of measurements of stability constant of amino acid complexes have been reported by potentiometric technique, such as, L-Asparagine and L-Glutamine with La$^{3+}$, Ce$^{3+}$, Pr$^{3+}$, Nd$^{3+}$ and Y$^{3+}$ by Tewari and Shrivastava(7). Tyrosine, tryptophane and glcine derivatives with copper(II)(8-10), and also the stability constant of Co$^{2+}$, Ni$^{2+}$, Cu$^{2+}$ and Zn$^{2+}$ complexes with [(glycylamino methyl)] phosphinic acid have been reported(11).

In this paper we are interested mainly in measuring the stability constants of complexes formed by (4-Amino hippuric acid) (4Aha) with selected metal ions, also to apply pearsons hard soft acid base postulate to explain the behaviour of this ligand in terms of Mesonos parameters(12).

Experimental
1-Reagents
The (4-Amino hippuric acid)(4Aha) were used as (B.D.H) analar grade. Standarded solutions of metal nitrate were prepared from analar reagents, dissolved in distilled water. Carbonate free alkali solution in the distilled water were standardized against pure potassium hydrogen phthalate(13).

2-Apparatus and procedure
pH-measurements were carried out with Philips pH-meter. The pH-meter was standarized before each run against buffer solutions of known complexes, it is necessary to find out the acid dissociation constant of the ligand by titrating the ligand with standard alkali, then titrating mixtures of the ligand and metal ions following the procedure given in previous papers(13).

Results and Calculation
The acid dissociation constant of (4Aha) was calculated the detailed calculation can be seen in Table(1). Titration of the mixtures of (metal ion–ligand) with alkali solution can be seen in Fig. (1) which indicate clearly the formation of complexes in solution.

In order to determine stability constants of metal complexes, two functions must be calculated, the concentration of the free chelating species ($L^-$) and the degree of formation ($n^-$) which is defined as the average of ligand species bound per atom of metal ion . Concentration of free ligand in solution were calculated by equation previously used with thorium-glycinate(13) of the form:

$$\log[L^-]=\left(pH-pK_a\right)+\log\left[\left(L\right)_T-(\text{KOH})_T\right]$$

.............................. (1)

An expression for the degree of formation ($n^-$) was used of the form :.

1
\[ [L]_T = \frac{[H^+ L^-]}{[M]_T} H \] ........................ (2)

where \([L]_T, \ [L^-], \ [M]_T\) are concentration of total ligands, free ligands and total metal ion respectively. For the present systems the reported stability constants \(\beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3\) were computed using the well known J.Bjerum summation equation with \([L^-]\) and \([n^-]\) calculated at different pH values from equation (1) and (2) respectively

\[ \sum_{n=0}^{n_{\text{max}}} \left[ n^2 - n \right] \beta_n [L^-] = 0 \] ........................ (3)

It can be shown after simple approximation that equation (3) may be written for the present system as :

\[ n^2 - \frac{1}{\beta_3} + (n-1) \left[ \frac{\beta_1}{\beta_3} + (n-2) \left[ L^- \right]^2 \right] \beta_2 \]

\[ \frac{\beta_2}{\beta_3} = \left[ 3 - n \right] \left[ L^- \right] \] ................................. (4)

Where \(\beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3\) are the corresponding stability constants equation (4), this equation could be simplified as

\[ c + ax + by = z \] ................................. (5)

where

\[ x = \frac{(n^2 - 1) \left[ L^- \right]}{n^2}, \]

\[ y = \frac{(n^2 - 2) \left[ L^- \right]^2}{n^2}, \]

\[ z = \frac{(3 - n^2) \left[ L^- \right]^3}{n^2} \]

All being experimentally determined functions and

\[ a = \frac{\beta_1}{\beta_2}, b = \frac{\beta_2}{\beta_3}, c = \frac{1}{\beta_3} \]

In each system, the function \(x, y, z\) were calculated from the experimental data and where fitted to aegression equation using Carmemors' rule for solving such equation with a special computer program. Typical titration results are summarized in Table (2 and 3). Stability constants of metal-(4Aha)

complexes and hardness-softness parameter of the ligand (4Aha) are calculated using Misono's equation\(^{(12)}\). Results are shown in Table (4).

**Discussion**

The decrease in the pH value of solution of (4Aha) when a neutral salt solution of metal ions were added is aclear indication of complex formation, the chemical equation representing the equilibrium could be written as follows :

As indicated from the above figure, Bonding may occur through oxygen atom of the carboxylate ion and the lone pair electrons of the amide nitrogen atom.

However, calculation of acidity as can be seen in Table (1) \((K_a = 8.25 \times 10^{-7})\) indicate that (4Aha) behaves as an acid. It is reasonable to expect a correlation between the stability of the complex and the acidic dissociation constant of the conjugate acid of the ligand.

\[ n \ \text{HL} + M^{m+} \leftrightarrow [M(L)_n]^{m-n} + nH^+ \]

Considering the case of (4Aha) the association with metal ions takes the following route :

\[ n(4\text{HA}) + M^{m+} \leftrightarrow [M(4\text{HA})]_n^{m-n} + nH^+ \]

where \([M(4\text{Aha})]_n^{m-n}\) represents metal-4-amino hippuric acid complex.

**Hardness-Softness Parameters**

In the assessment of stability constants of complexes Misono\(^{(12)}\) introduced an equation of the from

\[ pK = -\log K = \alpha X + \beta Y + \gamma \]
Where $K$ is the instability constant of the ligand, $X$ and $Y$ are parameters of metal ion, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are those of the ligand, the parameter $\gamma$ is characteristic of the ligand and is used to adjust the $pK$ so that all lie on the same scale. The $Y$ parameter is considered to be a measure of softness and may be calculated from atomic parameters including the radius of the ion. It correlates nicely with ideas on hardness and softness, hard ions have values below (2.8) while soft ions have values greater than (3.2) and border lines species are (2.8 - 3.2).

The analogous ligand parameter $\beta$ like wise shows the expected increase in values from hard to soft species: $\text{OH}^- = 0.40$, $\text{NH}_3 = 1$, $\text{Cl}^- = 2.4$, $\text{Br}^- = 5.58$, $\text{I}^- = 7.17$, $\text{S}_2\text{O}_3^{2-} = 12.4$, softness parameter $\beta$ of (4Aha) ligand under investigation has a value of (0.06) a value comparable to (0.04) of 2,4-dihydroxyacetophenone$^{14}$, the $\alpha$ and $X$ parameters were interpreted by Misano as hardness parameters of ligand and metal ion respectively. The $X$ is closely related to the electronegativity of the ion and measures the tendency of the metal ion to accept electrons from the ligand. Calculated hardness parameter $\alpha$ for (4Aha) was found to be (0.216) a value comparable to (0.230) of the pyrocaticol$^{14}$. Values of $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ of the (4Aha) ligand were calculated by solving three Mesono type equations for three different metal ions using Table (4).

![Fig. (1): Representative titration curves.](image-url)
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